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Abstract: The IMPACT group at the
University of Illinois has been working on the
co-design of scalable algorithms and
programming tools for massively threaded
computing.
A major challenge that we are addressing is to
simultaneously achieve scalability,
performance, numerical stability, portability,
and development cost.
In this talk, Dr. Hwu will go over the major
building blocks involved: memory layout and
dynamic tiling. He will show experimental
results to demonstrate how these building
blocks jointly enable the first scalable,
numerically stable tri-diagonal solver that
matches the numerical stability of the Intel
Math Kernel Library (MKL) and surpass the
performance of CUSPARSE.
He will then give an overview of the Tangram
and Triolet projects that are aimed to
drastically improve the quality and reduce the
development and maintenance cost future
many-core algorithms.
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